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The Henry
"Contemporary American Cuisine"

by Edsel L

+1 702 698 7000

Located in the Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas Hotel, The Henry offers great
updated American classics. The exciting, trendy decor of the restaurant
provides the perfect Vegas atmosphere for relaxing as you enjoy a
delicious meal, with colors and patterns popping out at your from every
side. Make sure to pair your meal with a cocktail, whether it be a morning
Mimosa or a 3a Cosmo.
www.cosmopolitanlasvegas.com/ta
ste/restaurant-collection/thehenry.aspx

3700 Las Vegas Boulevard,
Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas, Las Vegas
NV

Fleur by Hubert Keller
"High-Quality French Cuisine"

by Jay Tong

+1 702 632 9400

From the ashes of the former Fleur de Lys, celebrity chef Hubert Keller
presents more simplified, yet highly recommended tasting tapas dinners
instead of a more traditional classic French repertoire. The restaurant is
located inside the Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino and though the menu
may have changed, the decor hasn't been modified too much. With golden
chairs, cropped rock architecture and white tablecloths, the space still has
a casual, yet elegant ambiance. Chef Keller is constantly changing the
menus, but one thing you can rest assured of, the experience will be one
you won't soon forget.
www.fleurdelyssf.com/

3950 Las Vegas Boulevard South,
Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino, Las
Vegas NV

The Cracked Egg
"Get Your Egg On"

by jeffreyw

+1 702 645 9438

For the most important meal of the day, make it a point to head over to
The Cracked Egg, a locally owned breakfast hotspot in Las Vegas. The
restaurant, with four Las Vegas locations, has won prestigious titles
including, "Best Skillet Breakfast." They were also listed as a top rated
restaurant on Citysearch 2009, and if that isn't enough to convince the
breakfast fan, then a look at the menu should do it. They offer eggs in just
about every form one can think of, along with a variety of other breakfast
foods. They also have a lunch menu that includes burgers and a large
variety of gluten free items.
www.thecrackedegg.com/

goteggs@hotmail.com

5570 Painted Mirage #140,
Las Vegas NV
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